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Abstract: As the demand for Network –based remotely 
accessed data increases, cloud computing pacess its way 
up in a dormant manner, inculcating even more wide 
spread applications and technologies. As the technology 
becomes persistent, more and more confidential data are 
incorporated to cloud. So data privacy becomes an 
inevitable trait and an affordable luxury that every cloud 
users must have. Data encryption can be done to the 
cloud data to shield the sensitive content from illegal 
users. But Encryption makes it difficult for the cloud 
users to effectively search for their dataregardless how 
efficient the encryption is.Conventional searching 
techniques allows the user to securely find their hit over 
encrypted pool of cloud data with the aid of Unique-
identitiesand to particularize and exonerate files. 
However, augmented keyword-searches can’t be limited 
to a single user as the demand for the cloud data is 
colossal. The tolerance factor also should be considered 
as a factor for determining the search technique for which 
the encrypted data is searched. In this paper we are 
analyzing various types of keyword –search techniques 
which enhances the user’s experience on traversing 
through their required data. 
 
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Ranked Keyword Search, 
security, and privacy preserving keyword search, types of 
keyword-search. 
 

1. Introduction 

Cloud Computing is an important domain in computer 
science which offers data storage and access on a remote 
server with the help of internet. It is a domain in which 
the various resources are delivered to the user upon 
request on various devices. As the usage of Cloud 
computing is widespread now a days that it contains 
sensitive data in it like personal emails, government 
records etc. Since cloud server is a third party, it has a 
minimal trust among the data owners. The cloud server 
may leak the data or  

 
 
even hacked by hackers which may release sensitive 
information out. In order to overcome the problem the 
data is generally encrypted before the owner uploads it  
into the cloud server. Data encryption is the process of 
Transformingdata in to another form or code, so that 
users with access to the endorsed key(Decryption key) 
only can access it. In cloud computing, clients outsource 
their comprehensive data in to the cloud storage server 
and maps it whenever they find their needs to access it. 
As the data Stored in Cloud servers are gargantuan, the 
searching techniques and their efficiency determines how 
swiftly the user can access his data. Swift and relevant 
access to the required data ensures a better user 
experience.It is to be noted that, the keyword searching 
techniques should not only be fast, but also secure as the 
privacy and security of such confidential data cannot be 
compromised. In this paper we have analyzed various 
keyword search techniques and how they are coherent in 
searching over encrypted cloud data. 
 

2. Different Keyword-search Techniques 

In order to access the required data, the Procedural search 
techniques enables the trial and error approach for 
finding the required data based on the phrases inculcated 
on it. There are various approaches that are used in 
searching without compromising the privacy over an 
encrypted data. It is to be noted that the cost of 
communication must also be low. 

2.1 Secure Keyword Search over Public Key encrypted 

Data 

The idea of encrypting public key was proposed to .allow 
an authorized user to look-for in a pool of encrypted 
keywords provided by the Data-owner. The idea 
proposed in this paper enables the user to look for a 
keyword, traversing the trapdoor. Hence, the Attacker 
can barely use an illegal authentication method, which 
makes this idea very practical... The basic idea is as 
follows. Travis sends a cipher text $, $ = ($CKE 
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$CEKS)=(CKE(pkA, m) CEKS(pkA, w)), to Michael 
where pkA is Michael’s public key, CPKE is an 
encrypted version of Travis’s message under pkA and w 
is the entity that Michael looks forward to  attach to the 
mail (for example “urgent”). Michael shall Coagulate to 
the Center with a certain trapdoor Tw (which is a 
trapdoor created by Michaelon a keyword w) through a 
Re-informedchannel that inculcates to test whether the 
encrypted Indexed-phrase associated with the message 
($CEKS) is equal to the keyword w selected by Michael. 
Given CEKS (pkA,) and Tw, the head can test whether 
w? = w. If w = w, then the center learns nothing more 
about w.  

The Prediction of the attackers guess for the keyword can 
be epitomized here: 
•  Alpha first gets hold of a precise trapdoor_x ,Tk = 
yH1(k).  
• Alpha thinks off  a keyword x, and computes H1(k ).  
•  Alpha takes the user’s  key Z and the INDEX  of the 
estimated keyword H1(k ), and checks if e(X,I1(k )) = 
e(Q, Tk). If so, the predicted keyword w is a valid 
keyword. Otherwise, direct to the previous step. 
The equation holds for k = k, i.e., e(X,I1(k)) = e(zQ, 
I1(k)) = e(Q, yI1(k)) = e(Q, Tk).  
In This keyword predicting assault the Attacker is 
deprived off access over the confidential cloud data by 
generating Dynamic trapdoors such that it incorporates 
with the keyword, making it difficult for the attacker to 
guess it. 
 

2.2 Wildcard Based Keyword-Search Technique 

This Type of Keyword Search is done on basis of fuzzy 
keyword generation. Fuzzy keywords are generated 
based on the phrases and nearly hits given by the user. 
     The random set of  words ‘x’  with edit distance e is 
denoted as Sx,e. on each  phrases represents an edit 
function on k. The function for wildcard-based fuzzy set 
construction is described in the following .If we take an 
Instance , for the keyword DECK with the pre-set edit 
distance 1, its wildcard random keyword set is {DECK, 
*DECK, D*ECK, DE*CK, DEC*K,DECK*}. The total 
number of combinations on DECK, developed is 10 + 1, 
instead of 10 × 26 + 1. Practically, for a given word 
Lwith length j, it will be only 2j + 1 + L where * is put at 
consecutive position, between every letter, at the 
beginning and the end of the keyword. Also the keyword 
itself is considered as a fuzzy keyword. The storage 
overhead can be reduced if larger pre-set edit distance is 
taken that is with the respect to the traditional technique, 
this method can prove to help  and to reduce the storage 
scale up to 66.6%. 
Algorithm for Wild-card based Fuzzy keyword creation: 

� 1: procCreateSet(x, e) 

� 2: provided  d is more than 1 then // d = edit 
distance 

� 2.1: Call CreateSet(x, e=e −1); 
� 3: end the procedure if it follows 
� 4: if d = null  then 
� 4.1: pool  S′x, e= {x}; 
� 5: else 
� 5.1: for (k ←1 to |S′x,e−1|) do 
� 5.1.1: for j ←1 to 2 ∗|S′w,d−1[k]| + 1 do 5.1.1.1: 

if j is odd then 
� 5.1.1.1.1: Set fuz_word as (S′x,e−1)[k]; 
� 5.1.1.1.2: Insert ⋆at position [(k + 1)/2]; 
� 5.1.1.2: else 
� 5.1.1.2.1: Set fuz_word as (S′x,e−1)[l]; 
� 5.1.2.2: Replace [k/2] character with ⋆ 
� 5.1.1.3: end if 
� 5.1.1.4: if fuz_word is not in S′w,d−1 then 
� 5.1.1.4.1: Set S′x,e= S′x,e∪{fuz_word};  
� 5.1.1.5: end the procedure if it follows 
� 5.1.2: end for 
�  5.2: end for 
� 6: end if  
� 7: end procedure 

 

2.3 Gram-Based Technique 

Gram based technique is used in efficient creation of 
fuzzy keywords with the help of grams. It is a set of 
words as depicted. Morph operation will affect atmostly 
one character and remaining unharmed. In this, gram is 
used for endorsing inverted list for matching purpose for 
the same one. For an instance, the gram depicted fuzzy 
set EVER, 1 for the keyword EVER can be constructed a 
{EVER,VEER, VEER, VERA}. The algorithm for 
creating gram endorsed fuzzy set Depiction is given in 
the following Algorithm . 

Algorithm Gram-endorsed Fuzzy Set Construction  
� 1: procedure CreateGramFuzzySet(wi, d)  
� 2: if d > 1 then  
� 2.1: Call CreateGramFuzzySet(wi, d − 1);  

� 3: end if 
� 4: if d = 0 then  
� 4.1: S ′ wi,d = {wi}; 
� 5: else  
� 5.1: for (k ← 1 to |S ′ wi,d−1 |) do  
� 5.1.1: for j ← 1 to 2 ∗ |S ′ wi,d−1 [k]| + 1 do  
� 5.1.1.1: Set fuzzyword as S ′ wi,d−1 [k];  

� 5.1.1.2: Delete the j-th character;  
� 5.1.1.3: if fuzzyword is not in S ′ wi,d−1 then  
� 5.1.1.1.1: Set S ′ wi,d = S ′ wi,d∪ {fuzzyword}  
� 5.1.1.4: end if  
� 5.1.2: end for  
� 5.2: end for  
� 6: end if  
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� 7: end procedure  
� 8: end procedure  

 

2.4 Conjunctive Keyword Search 

Patronizing L.Ballard’s work in his paper, there are two 
probably secure and much better schemes to perform 
search over linearly protected data. Theformer method is 
based on Secure Sharing and exonerate the most 
coordinated finding technique in reference to this date. 
Though the extent of it is direct filter in the number of 
documents being searched, itshows that this overhead 
remains legit in practice. Nevertheless, to avoid this 
drawback it provides an bijective based on linear 
couplings that yields coherently size trapdoors. This is 
not only more efficient than previous secure keyword 
search methods in the equal setting, but occults 
significantly less saving slide. Improvising this 
technique, Mr.L.Ballard devised a full-fledged key 
generation and encryption algorithm to inculcate constant 
communication cost 

Inculcation 

 
We show how to add Enc(ρ, L, Ei) where Di = (Xi,1, . . . 
, Xi,m). Let Vi,j = fL(Xi,j ) for j = 1, . . . , m. Let Tij for j 
= 1, . . . , N be N values drawn uniformly independently 
at random from {0, 1} α. Let ai be a value chosen  at 
random from Tq. The function Enc returns: 
hbi , { hbi(wi,1+Si,1) , . . . , hbi(wi,m+Ri,m) }, {hbiαRi,1 , . . . , hbiαRim 

} 
Uniting the Key encryption algorithm the 
proficiencyutility as proposed by Ballard and Co are 
                Cap = {hαr, hαr( Pt ∑w=1 fK(Wjw )), hr , h1, . . . } 
 

3. Inference 

On wrapping up, we have tried to analyze, execute and 
direct  the scenario of giving  efficient Keyword findings 
for efficiently  stored data . By providing security, we 
show that the proposed solution by various authors are 
secure and privacy-preserving. We will endure to Survey 
on security tactics that keeps search dialects that orders 
the inculcated results with respect to the  to the weight 
factors. From Analyzing from various Research papers, 
we have concluded that higher the Veracity of the 
Encryption technique we have used, Lower the Swiftness 
of the retrieval of data from the Cloud Server and vice-
versa. So if we stabilize between these two key properties 
of an efficient Search-technique, we believe that we can 
achieve even more robust system, which can prove to be 
better than the existing system. 
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